LET’S GET MOVING

ENGINEERED TRANSPORT - RIGGING - STRUCTURE RELOCATION
HIGHWAY - MARINE - RAIL

AN INDUSTRY LEADER,

AS LONG AS THERE’S BEEN AN INDUSTRY.
Emmert International was founded by Terry Emmert, in Clackamas, Oregon, in 1968. As the company
grew and expanded, we began designing and manufacturing our own heavy-haul and rigging equipment
to meet the unique needs of our customers’ projects.
Such configurations have helped us to consistently complete any job we are assigned, including the relocation of
Howard Hughes’ famous “Spruce Goose,” the Hubble Telescope, the FermiLab g-2v Cryostat, the LACMA 340-ton
Levitated Mass, the Odd Fellows Building in Salt Lake City, and the 3.2 million-pound Fairmont Hotel.
We also specialize in transporting equipment for the power, chemical, marine, mining and aerospace industries.
We’ve partnered with industrial contractors, manufacturers, supplier and utility companies to transport equipment
that powers our lives.

OUR
MISSION

Our mission is to continue to challenge
conventional wisdom, push the boundaries of
engineering technology, and continue to lead
the heavy-haul industry. We will achieve this by
taking on the biggest, heaviest, most complicated
jobs in history and completing them more
efficiently and safely than ever before.

INNOVATION

State-of-the-art engineering, logistics, and
transportation solutions for every job.

EXCELLENCE

The industry’s best trained, safest,
world-class personnel.

STEWARDSHIP

Fostering sustainable, long-term growth, and
fulfilling career opportunities for every one of
our employees.

DEPENDABILITY

First-class, industry leading service, and a
commitment to exceed expectations.

HIGHWAY

TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS

TO P RAT ED
MARINE

RAIL

SAFETY AND
EXCELLENCE

RIGGING & HEAVY LIFT
We employ dedicated professionals who specialize in heavy
lift and rigging with the knowledge and expertise to get the
job done safely, on time, and on budget.
Our custom heavy lift systems are built specifically for the unique
heavy lift demands of each project, engineered by Emmert International
by in-house Emmert International engineers, to assure that each project is
performed with the utmost safety. With state of the art 2D and 3D
engineering models, Emmert International simulates complex and heavy
lifts in a virtual world before the actual lift. Working hand in hand with
our award-winning operations people, our engineers map and plan
each step of the heavy lift process to make sure that each project
is performed safely and on time.

MARKETS

WE HAVE THE PEOPLE AND
EQUIPMENT TO ACCOMMODATE
THE MOST UNIQUE NEEDS
POWER

We’ve been providing specialized transportation and rigging solutions
to hundreds of power generating and distribution customers for decades.
Our unique team approach to your equipment transportation and
installation needs is backed by our award-winning professionals, experienced
in new, replacement, and shutdown operations. Whether its turbines,
transformers, generators, steam drums, HRSG components, or boilers, we have
the people and equipment to accommodate the most unique needs.

MARINE

We have extensive experience moving cargo via barge including rolling cargo
onto and off of barges and receiving cargo direct discharge from ship. For
years Emmert has been transporting and launching private yachts, small
ships, and commercial barges. We’ve worked with companies to provide
innovative launch and recovery systems for marine
vessels weighing several thousand tons.

AEROSPACE

We provide consulting, operational support, and transportation services
for a wide range of aerospace projects including the Hubble Space
Telescope, The Boeing Company’s Delta IV Rocket Program, and the
relocation of the Howard Hughes HK1-Spruce Goose from Long Beach,
California, to Oregon. Over the years Emmert International has also assisted
aircraft manufacturers relocating assembly lines and tools.

MINING & MINERALS

Emmert International’s years of experience in the mining and minerals industry
is attributed to our “can do” creative solutions for handling equipment in the
largest configuration possible. Our ability to complete mega projects safely
and successfully has saved valuable time and money during scheduled and
emergency shutdowns, as well as standard installation projects.

OIL, GAS, & CHEMICAL

Emmert International’s success in providing services in the Oil,
Gas, and Chemical markets is attributed to our field
personnel’s industry-wide reputation for exceptional planning and
safe execution of projects in hazardous conditions. Our integrated
manufacturer-to-rough-set approach has enabled us to move some of the
largest equipment from supplier to foundation. Our dedicated and
professional management, logistics personnel, and responsive safe crews have
exceeded deadlines during the most critical equipment change-outs and
shutdowns, earning significant savings for our customers and and repeat
business from some of the nation’s largest OGC companies.

CLACKAMAS, OR

RHOME, TX

DANBURY, TX

HOUSTON, TX

LOCAL
503.655.7191

LOCAL
817.636.3100

LOCAL
979.922.1112

LOCAL
281.398.1090

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
11811 S.E. Highway 212
Clackamas, OR 97015

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
5463 E. Hwy 114
Rhome, TX 76078

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
15402 Hwy 35 E.
Danbury, TX 77534

PHYSICAL ADDRESS
11700 Wallisville Rd.
Houston, TX 77013

FAX
503.650.2289

FAX
817.636.2671

FAX
979.922.1020

FAX
979.922.1020

(HEADQUARTERS)

